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FACULTY OF ENGINEERING 

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 

 

1-Day Workshop on  

“MICROSOFT LOCAL BUILD – 2019” 

File No:  CU/CSE/ORIENTATION/2019-20/01 

Date:  20.07.2019 

Time:  9.00 am to 4.00 pm 

Venue:  
Block-II Seminar hall, Faculty of Engineering, CHRIST 

(Deemed to be University), Kengeri campus. 

No. of Faculty Members Attended:  1 

No of Students Attended: 

3BTCS A -2 

3BTCS B -15 

3BTCS C – 4 

3BTCS D – 4 

5BTCS C -1 

5BTCS D -1 

7BTCS A -8 

7BTCS B – 2 

7BTCS C – 9 

7BTCS D - 7 

Total: 53 

Speaker/s: 

Name: 

1. Alagunila Meganathan 

2. Kuppurasu Nagaraj 

3. Vignesh Mani                                                            

Organization and Place: 

1. Founder & CEO, InnovoTree Technologies India Private Limited, Namakkal. 

2. Technical Coordinator at BizTalk360, Coimbatore. 

3. Senior Software Developer in Capgemini Technology Services India Limited, 

Chennai. 
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Faculty Members: 

1.  ARUNA S K 

2. MERIN THOMAS 

 

OBJECTIVE: 

 To explore the emerging technologies to the students – Microsoft Azure, ASP.NET, 

AI. 

 Introduction of Mobile App Development with Xamarine in Azure. 

 To understand the features of Visual Studio 2019. 

 

POSSIBLE LEARNING OUTCOMES: 

After attending the workshop, the student can able to, 

 Explain the basic concepts of cloud computing , Microsoft Azure, Machine Learning, 

ASP.NET 

 Demonstrate how to upload real time mobile applications in Microsoft Azure. 

 Illustrate how Cognitive services are used in Microsoft Cloud platform. 

 Outline the process of Mobile app development in Microsoft Visual Studio -2019. 

 

SESSION 1: 

 On Saturday 20th July, 2019, Department of Computer Science and Engineering, 

Faculty of Engineering, Christ(Deemed to be University), Kanminike, Bangalore conducted 

Microsoft Local Build -2019 Workshop in association with C# corner. The C# Corner 

Bengaluru Chapter organized the Microsoft Build Local 2019 - Bangalore.The workshop was 

witnessed by the registered students where three experienced resource persons came down to 

share the latest technologies for the students. The total number of students registered in the 

C# Corner website: https://www.c-sharpcorner.com/events/microsoft-build-local-2019-

bangalore  was 71. Total number of students attended is 53. 

 This workshop has been conducted to remark the affectionate memory of a standout 

amongst other mathematician on the planet Andrey Anderyevich Markov who developed 

the speculation of stochastic method, especially those called Markov chains. His work based 

on the study of the probability of mutually dependent events has been developed and widely 

applied to the biological and social sciences. His work based on the study of the probability 

of mutually dependent events has been developed and widely applied to the biological and 

social sciences. 

    The session started with a brief introduction about the speakers of the day.  

https://www.c-sharpcorner.com/events/microsoft-build-local-2019-bangalore
https://www.c-sharpcorner.com/events/microsoft-build-local-2019-bangalore
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 The first session was led by Mr. Kuppurasu Nagaraj, a Microsoft MVP - Azure, C# 

Corner MVP, Trainer, Researcher, Mentor, Author, and Speaker. He started with a brief 

introduction about the workshop and local build.  

 He discussed briefly about what are the cloud services and the applications of using 

cloud for projects. Briefly, he explained all the Microsoft azure services available. He 

demonstrated a mock project going live using azure services. A web project was downloaded, 

hosted and published. He discussed about domain and how to host a website using cloud 

services. In addition to this, he also implemented a simple azure function application to 

calculate the additon of numbers. The session was knowledgable and resourceful, which gave 

an insight on how to use the cloud services for projects. 

 He gave a live demo of how to create and launch an internet site by means of 

Microsoft Azure. Later part he gave on how to create a digital computer like Windows, Linux 

and so forth and use it to test the software or the code we wrote on a physical computing 

device  sitting anywhere in the world. 
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SESSION 2: 

 The second speaker of the session was Alagunila Meganathan, a Microsoft MVP & 

C# Corner MVP. Her areas of interests are Microsoft Azure, C#, ASP.NET, Xamarin Cross-

platform, Windows Apps Development, Microsoft Flow, PowerApps, Microsoft Cognitive 

Services etc. Her session was on the intelligent applications with cognitive services. She 

explained what cognition and cognitive services are.  

 Cognition refers to the mental action or process of acquiring knowledge and 

understanding through thought, experience and senses. Whereas the cognitive services are set 

of APIs that are designed to democratize AI by enabling systems to see, speak, hear.  

 She listed the various Microsoft cognitive services available, namely, Vision, Speech, 

Language, Knowledge and Speech. She explained and demonstrated with examples how and 

what these services are and how it is being used in real world applications. Vision, being the 

art of processing the images. Practical applications include, capturing emotions and detecting 

the various facial features using AI. Speech verifies our speech and voices. Language, that 

allows apps to process natural language. Applications of translating text and automatic 

language detection are trending. Knowledge, that maps the inforation and data inorder to 

solve tasks. Search, which allows users to search anything, anywhere. Bing Search, a service 

provided by microsoft. Some real world applications discussed include, image to text 

conversion, recognise celebrities and landmarks, analyse the video to get the caption, 

compare two images and emotion recognition. With advancements of AI, it was definitely an 

imformative and interesting session for students to understand and explore through the latest 

technological trends and how they are being implemented today. She even demonstrated 

using those services online and we were so amused to see what it could really do. After the 

very moment she gave an insight on how to research these AI phase barring even having bit 

knowledge on it. Well thanks to Microsoft where they provide free classes and educate 

people on these things from the fundamental scratch. 

 Some of the AI services where people can do learn are: 

 AI Lab 

 AI School 

 AI Demo 

 AI Research 
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 The last speaker of the session was Vignesh Mani, a Senior Software Engineer, C# 

Corner MVP, and Technical Author. He has good experience in Microsoft Technologies. He 

discussed on the various features of Visual Studio of 2019. With Visual Studio being the 

best-in-class tools and services for any developer, any app, and any platform, it was very  
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important to understand the various new trends and changes in features for the year. He 

explained in detail with examples the new features.  

 He started out his session through showing the students about the interface of the IDE 

nothing but Visual Studio 2019, where he showed the participants how simple it was to use it. 

He even presented a graph which show cased that Visual Studio used to be on the pinnacle 

listing of Stack Overflow voting.Improved search, Intellicode, Code Cleanup and refactoring 

being some. He discussed the advantages how useful they are when using the software. He 

explained the features to collaborate about live sharing, integrated code reviews which are 

useful while working on projects in groups and teams. It was a successful and resouceful 

session in understanding different features of Visual Studio.  

 He gave a live demo where the code on one device can be written or corrected without 

the usage of the device physically through Visual Studio 2019. 
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SESSION 3: 

 During the afternoon session, the students requested the resource persons to give more 

insight on MSP program offered by Microsoft. They explained the whole idea on what it was, 

how it was use full and how to apply to it. They also explained how to get internship in 

Microsoft. They described the process of how to create the mobile app by using C# and how 

to upload them in the Microsoft Azure.  

 This workshop gave the insight knowledge to the students about the mobile 

application development which will be useful while studying the course CS733 Mobile 

Application Development. Also, it outlined the introduction about the courses, CS735E01-

Natural Language Processing and CS731-Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning and 

Cognitive Services. The students from 7th semester gave a very good feedback about the 

workshop topics. 

 The session ended with a hearty vote of thanks by Vinay Mathew Vilson from 

3BTCSB and presenting memento to the guests by Dr. ARUNA S K in appreciation for 

taking time out to educate the students on Microsoft build Local -2019. The guests thanked 

the management for providing the platform to organize workshop on innovative technologies. 

They appreciated the Faculty members, student volunteers and participants for the successful 

conduction of the event. 

MC : 

1661037 Aishwaryasri K 7BTCS D 

1661001 Abel Thomas Koshy 7BTCS D 

Report Prepared by, 

1660492 Madhumitha A 7BTCS C 

1860317 Danish Thomas 3BTCS A 

1860354 Reuben Johns 3BTCS B 

 

ATTENDANCE (Attach soft copy of the attendance sheet):  

     Find the Attachment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Head of the Department 


